The following administrative change to the Class Rules has been approved to be effective 30th March 2009.

Amendment:
Delete rule F.1.2 and move it into rule C.8.1.b) as follows:

**Deleted rule**
F.1.2 IDENTIFICATION
a) Bottom sections of the mast spar with serial number (s/n) equal or higher than 629545 (490 mast) and 629932 (520 mast) shall be combined with top sections with s/n equal or higher than 629545 (490 mast) and 629932 (520 mast). Bottom sections of the mast spar with s/n lower than 629545 (490 mast) and 629932 (520 mast) shall be combined with top sections with s/n lower than 629545 (490 mast) and 629932 (520 mast), or top sections without s/n when manufactured. The s/n shall be in a readable condition.

**New rule**
C.8.1 IDENTIFICATION
b) Bottom sections of the mast spar with serial number (s/n) equal or higher than 629545 (490 mast) and 629932 (520 mast) shall be combined with top sections with s/n equal or higher than 629545 (490 mast) and 629932 (520 mast). Bottom sections of the mast spar with s/n lower than 629545 (490 mast) and 629932 (520 mast) shall be combined with top sections with s/n lower than 629545 (490 mast) and 629932 (520 mast), or top sections without s/n when manufactured. The s/n shall be in a readable condition.